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Abstract. For arbitrary positive integers q1 ≥ q2 ≥ · · · we construct a
family of monomial ideals such that for each positive integer e and for
each ideal I in the family, the number of associated primes of Ie is qe.
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Given a sequence q1, q2, . . . of positive integers, is it possible to find an ideal I in a
Noetherian ring such that for each positive integer e, the number of associated primes
of Ie equals qe? If yes, we say that such I corresponds to the sequence {qe}e≥1, and that
{qe}e≥1 is realizable by I.
The main result of this paper is that every non-increasing sequence is realizable.
Moreover, for any non-increasing sequence we construct an infinite family of correspond-
ing monomial ideals, all in the same polynomial ring over a field. The construction was the
work of the first author’s summer project and subsequent senior thesis under the supervi-
sion of the second author. In general it is not an easy problem to describe the associated
primes of all powers of an ideal, even of a monomial ideal, but we do so for our constructed
ideals.
By a result of Brodmann [2], a realizable sequence is eventually constant. We do not
know if the eventually-constant restriction is sufficient for realizability in general. There
exist monomial ideals I for which the sequence {|Ass(R/Ie)|}e≥1 is not non-increasing,
which means that our main result does not cover all monomial ideals. For example, the
monomial ideal (xy, xz, yz) has three associated primes and its second power has four
associated primes. Similarly, not every eventually stable sequence of positive integers is
realizable by a monomial ideal. For example, any monomial ideal corresponding to the
sequence q with q1 = 1 must have all other qe equal to 1 because q1 = 1 says that the ideal
is primary, and so by Fact 1.2 (2) all the powers of the ideal are also primary. Without
the restriction to monomial ideals, q1 = 1 does allow arbitrarily large q2; the paper [4]
constructs prime ideals in polynomial rings over fields for which the number of associated
primes of the second power is exponential as a function in the number of variables in the
ring.
Theorem 1 in the paper [1] by Bandari, Herzog and Hibi says that for an arbitrary
non-negative integer n there exists a monomial ideal I in a polynomial ring R in 4 + 2n
variables such that in the sequence {depth(R/Ie)}e≥1, the first n+1 odd-numbered entries
are 0, the first n even-numbered entries are 1, and the rest of the entries are 2. This means
in particular that the maximal ideal is associated to the first n+ 1 odd powers and to no
other powers of I. Experimental work with Macaulay2 [3] on these Bandari-Herzog-Hibi
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ideals shows that for n ≥ 2 the sequence {|Ass(R/Ie)|}e is not monotone and it does not
have the same fluctuations as the sequence {depth(R/Ie)}e≥1.
We thank Samuel Johnston, another Reed student, for the conversations on the topic.
1 Basics of primary decomposition and monomial ideals
Facts 1.1 Let R be a commutative ring with identity.
(1) For any ideal I in R, any x ∈ R and any non-negative integer n, if I : xn = I :
xn+1, then I : xn = I : xm for all integers m ≥ n. We denote this stable colon
ideal as I : x∞.
(2) For any ideal I in R and any x ∈ R, if I : xn = I : x∞, then I = (I : xn)∩(I+(xn)).
(3) The previous part implies that the set of associated primes of I is either associated
to I : xn or to I + (xn). By properties of primary decompositions, a prime ideal
associated to I : xn is also associated to I, but a prime ideal associated to I+(xn)
need not be associated to I.
(4) If P is a prime ideal minimal over I, then P is associated to all powers of I.
(5) Let R be a polynomial ring in variables x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , ym over a field F ,
I an ideal in F [x1, . . . , xn] and J an ideal in F [y1, . . . , ym].
(i) If I = q1 ∩ · · · ∩ qr is an irredundant primary decomposition, then IR =
(q1R) ∩ · · · ∩ (qrR) is an irredundant primary decomposition.
(ii) (IR)(JR) = (IR) ∩ (JR).
(iii) The intersection of irreducible primary decompositions of IR and of JR is
an irreducible primary decompositions of (IR)(JR).
Facts 1.2 Let R be a polynomial ring in a finite number of variables over a field. A mono-
mial ideal is an ideal generated by monomials, and it always has a unique minimal mono-
mial generating set. The intersection of two monomial ideals is the ideal generated by the
least common multiples of pairs of monomials where the two monomials are taken from
generating sets of the two ideals.
Let I be a monomial ideal.
(1) I is prime if and only if I is generated by a subset of the variables.
(2) I is primary if and only if every variable that divides a minimal monomial gener-
ator of I is in
√
I.
(3) A prime ideal is associated to I if and only if it is a monomial ideal of the form
I : f for some monomial f (that is necessarily not in I).
(4) Let n be a non-negative integer. If I is a monomial ideal and if each variable
dividing a monomial m appears to exponent at most n in each minimal generator
of I, then I : mn = I : m∞ is the ideal obtained from I by replacing (in each
minimal generator of I) each variable appearing in m by 1.
(5) A variable x appears in a minimal generator of I if and only if some associated
prime ideal of I contains x.
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Lemma 1.3 Let I be a monomial ideal and x, y variables. Suppose that for any minimal
generator w in I, if x divides w then yw
x
∈ I. Then for any prime ideal P associated to a
power of I, if x ∈ P then y ∈ P .
Proof. Let e be a positive integer, let P be associated to Ie and x ∈ P . Write P = Ie : f
for some monomial f not in Ie. Then xf = N0N1 · · ·Ne for some minimal generators
N1, . . . , Ne of I and some monomial N0. If x divides N0, then f ∈ (N1 · · ·Ne) ∈ Ie, which
is a contradiction. Thus x must divide Ni for some i > 0. Without loss of generality
x divides N1. By assumption then
yN1
x
∈ I, so that yf = N0 yN1x N2 · · ·Ns ∈ Ie. Thus
y ∈ Ie : f = P .
2 Construction and notation
Let q = {q1, q2, . . . , qn−1, qn, qn, qn, . . .} be a non-increasing sequence of positive in-
tegers, where qn = qn+1 = qn+2 = · · ·. For induction we allow the exceptional empty
sequence q = {} with n = 0.
We fix an arbitrary integer m ≥ n.
Let F be a field. For q = {} we set Iq,m to be the zero ideal in the ring Rq = F .
For non-empty q we proceed as below. We first measure the differences between adjacent
entries in q:
ti(q) =
{
qn − 1, if i = n;
qi − qi+1 − 1, if i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
With these we next define sets Jq and Kq, the ring Rq, the ideal I{1},m and elements Mj
in Rq. The listed generators of the ring Rq are variables over F .
Jq = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} : ti(q) ≥ 0},
Kq = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ti(q) ≥ 1},
Rq = F [a, b, xj, ykl : j ∈ Jq , k ∈ Kq, 1 ≤ l ≤ tk(q)],
I{1},m = (a
m+2, am+1b, abm+1, bm+2),
Mj = a
mbm−j+1xj for any j ∈ Jq.
By standard convention empty products equal 1. For all j ∈ Jq ∪ {n}, we set
Zj =
tj(q)∏
l=1
yjl, Yj = Zn ·
∏
s∈Jq,s≥j
Zs.
Thus Yn = Zn, Zj = 1 for j ∈ Jq \Kq, Zj and Zk have greatest common divisor equal to 1
for distinct j and k, and Yj is a multiple of Yk if j < k. Finally, we define the ideals
Iq,m =
(
MjYj : j ∈ Jq
)
+ I{1},mYn.
We prove in this paper that the Iq,m realize q. By Fact 1.1 (5)(i), without loss of generality
we may add extra variables to Rq; this is needed for induction.
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When q is the constant sequence {c}, any positive integer n can be used as the
position beyond which the sequence stabilizes. With a choice of n the construction gives
Jq = ∅, and tn(q) = c − 1, so that Kq = {n} if c > 1 and Kq = ∅ if c = 1. Thus
Rq = F [a, b, yn1, yn2, . . . , yn,c−1], Iq,m = (a
m+2, am+1b, abm+1, bm+2)(yn1yn2 · · · yn,c−1).
By Facts 1.1 (5) and 1.2 (2) and (5), for all positive integers e, the set of associated primes
of Ieq,m equals the set {(a, b), (yn1), . . ., (yn,c−1)} of c elements. Thus Iq,m indeed realizes
the constant sequence {c}. Note that when c = 1, then Rq = F [a, b] and Iq,m = I{1},m, so
that the notation for I{1},m makes sense.
Lemma 2.1 a) (am+2Yn, ab
m+1Yn) · amb2Yn ⊆ I2{1},m.
b) Let j, k ∈ Jq with j > k. Then xjMkYk ∈ (xkZkMjYj).
Proof. Part a) holds because am+2Yna
mb2Yn = (a
m+1bYn)
2 and abm+1Yna
mb2Yn =
(am+1bYn)(b
m+2Yn). Part b) follows trivially.
3 Associated primes of powers of Iq,m
Throughout we use the notation from Section 2.
Proposition 3.1 Let n and e be positive integers. Then the following statements hold.
a) {(a, b), (ynl) : 1 ≤ l ≤ tn(q)} ⊆ Ass(R/Ieq,m).
b) If P ∈ Ass(R/Ieq,m), then either P = (ynl) for some l ∈ {1, . . . , tn(q)} or else
(a, b) ⊆ P and no ynl is in P .
Proof. By definition Iq,m = I0Zn for some monomial ideal I0 whose minimal generating set
uses no variables ynl. Thus I
e
q,m = I
e
0Z
e
n. By Fact 1.1 (5), Ass(R/I
e
q,m) = Ass(R/(Zn)
e) ∪
Ass(R/Ie0). The prime ideal (a, b) is the unique prime ideal minimal over I
e
0 , and the prime
ideal (ynl) is minimal over (Zn)
e. This in combination with Fact 1.1 (4) proves a). The
only associated primes of the principal ideal (Zn)
e are the (ynl), and all associated primes
of Ie0 contain (a, b). The latter prime ideals do not contain any ynl by Fact 1.2 (5). This
proves b).
Proposition 3.2 Let P in Ass(R/Ieq,m) and let xk or ykl be in P . If j ∈ Jq and j > k,
then xj ∈ P .
Proof. Let N be any monomial minimal generator of Iq,m that is a multiple of w = xk
or of w = ykl. Then
xjN
w
∈ Iq,m by the definition of the generators. Thus by Lemma 1.3,
xj ∈ P .
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Proposition 3.3 Let n and e be positive integers, let P be in Ass(R/Ieq,m), and let xk
or ykl be in P for some k ∈ Jq . Then k ≥ e.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that k < e. Then e ≥ k + 1 ≥ 2. We know that
P = Ieq,m : f for some monomial f necessarily not in I
e
q,m. By assumption w = xk ∈ P
or w = ykl ∈ P . Thus wf = N0N1 · · ·Ne for some minimal generators N1, . . . , Ne of Iq,m
and some monomial N0.
We next prove that f ∈ Ieq,m, which gives a contradiction. If the variable w divides N0,
then f ∈ (N1 · · ·Ne) ∈ Ieq,m. Thus we may assume that w divides Ni for some i > 0. With-
out loss of generality w divides N1, so that N1 = a
mbm−i+1xiYi for some i ≤ k and N1w is a
multiple of ambm−k+1Yn. It remains to prove that g = a
mbm−k+1YnN2 · · ·Ne is an element
of Ieq,m. Recall that e ≥ 2 and that j ≤ n− 1 ≤ m− 1 for j ∈ Jq, so that m− j + 1 ≥ 2.
By Lemma 2.1 a) it suffices to prove that I ′ = ambm−k+1Yn(a
m+1bYn, b
m+2Yn, a
mb2Yj :
j ∈ Jq)e−1 is contained in Ieq,m. An arbitrary monomial in I ′ can be written as a mul-
tiple of ambm−k+1Yn(a
m+1bYn)
c1(bm+2Yn)
c2(amb2Yn)
c3 , where c1, c2, c3 are non-negative
integers and c1 + c2 + c3 + 1 = e. This monomial can be rewritten as a
m−ebe−k−1 ·
(am+2Yn)
c1(abm+1Yn)
c2+1(am+1bYn)
c3 , which is an element of Ic1+c2+1+c3q,m = I
e
q,m.
Proposition 3.4 For all e ≥ n ≥ 1, Ass(R/Ieq,m) = {(a, b), (ynl) : 1 ≤ l ≤ tn(q)}.
Proof. Let P ∈ Ass(R/Inq,m). By Proposition 3.3, P does not contain any xk or ykl for
k ∈ Jq. Thus P can only contain variables a, b or the ynl. By Proposition 3.1 b), P can
only be one of (ynl) or (a, b). By Proposition 3.1 a), all these ideals are associated.
Proposition 3.5 Let e be a positive integer and let P be associated to Ieq,m. Let k, j ∈ Jq
with j ≥ k. Then P contains at most one of xk, ykl, yjp.
Proof. Let x stand for xk or for ykl, and let y stand for yjp 6= x, or alternatively let x = xk
and y = ykl. Suppose for contradiction that x, y ∈ P . By Proposition 3.3 we know that
e ≤ k, and so e < n ≤ m. Let
I1 = I{1},mYn + (MiYi : i ∈ Jq, i > j),
I2 =
{
1
y
(MiYi : i ∈ Jq, i 6= k, i ≤ j), if x = xk;
1
y
(MiYi : i ∈ Jq, k < i ≤ j), if x = ykl,
I3 =
{
1
xy
(MkYk), if x = xk;
1
xy
(MiYi : i ∈ Jq , i ≤ k), if x = ykl.
Then I1, I2, I3 are ideals in Rq and Iq,m = I1 + I2y + I3xy. We set Ix = I1 + I2 + I3x and
Iy = I1 + I2y + I3y.
Suppose that Ieq,m = I
e
x∩Iey . Then the intersection of irredundant primary components
of Iex and I
e
y is a possibly redundant primary decomposition of I
e
q,m. Thus any prime ideal
associated to Ieq,m is either associated to I
e
x or to I
e
y . Since the generators of Ix involve
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no y and the generators of Iy involve no x, by Fact 1.2 (5), none of these prime ideals
contains both x and y.
Thus it suffices to prove that Iex ∩ Iey = Ieq,m. Since Iq,m ⊆ Ix ∩ Iy, it suffices to prove
that Iex ∩ Iey ⊆ Ieq,m. We proceed by induction on e.
Common-factor observation: For any f ∈ I1, (f)Ie−1x ∩ (f)Ie−1y ⊆ (f)(Ie−1x ∩ Ie−1y ) is
contained in Ieq,m by induction on e.
Since intersection of monomial ideals distributes over sums, it suffices to prove that
for any non-negative integers u1, u2, u3, v1, v2, v3, if u1 + u2 + u3 = e = v1 + v2 + v3, then
Iu11 I
u2
2 (I3x)
u3 ∩Iv11 (I2y)v2(I3y)v3 ⊆ Ieq,m. Since I1, I2, I3 use no variables x, y, the intersec-
tion equals Iu11 I
u2
2 (I3x)
u3yv2+v3 ∩ Iv11 (I2y)v2(I3y)v3xu3 . If u3 ≥ v3, then the intersection
is contained in Iv11 (I2y)
v2(I3xy)
v3 ⊆ Ieq,m, and if v2 + v3 ≥ u2 + u3, then the intersec-
tion is contained in Iu11 (I2y)
u2(I3xy)
u3 ⊆ Ieq,m. Thus we may assume that u3 < v3 and
v2 + v3 < u2 + u3. This in particular implies that it suffices to assume that v3 and u2 are
positive, and even that u2 ≥ v2+2. This proves the base case e = 1 trivially. So let e > 1.
The strategy for the rest of the proof is to keep lowering v3 or u2 at the expense of
increasing v1 or u1, respectively, thus using induction on u2 + v3 within induction on e.
It remains to prove that any monomial w in Iu11 I
u2
2 (I3x)
u3∩Iv11 (I2y)v2(I3y)v3 is in Ieq,m.
By assumption we can write w as a product of u1 factors from I1, u2 factors from I2 and
u3 factors from I3x, and simultaneously we can write w as a product of v1 factors from I1,
v2 factors from I2y and v3 factors from I3y.
If one of the two factorizations of w as described in the previous paragraph has MiYi
as a factor from I1, then since the polynomial ring Rq is a unique factorization domain, the
other factorization must have xi as a factor. Since xi only appears as a factor in the minimal
generator MiYi, and since by the common-factor observation the other factorization does
not have MiYi as one of the e factors, necessarily xi is a redundant factor in the other
factorization. Thus w ∈ xiIu11 Iu22 (I3x)u3 or w ∈ xiIv11 (I2y)v2(I3y)v3 . Using that u2v3 > 0
and Lemma 2.1 b), we can rewrite w with lower u2 + v3. Thus we may assume that
w ∈ Iu1{1},mIu22 (I3x)u3 ∩ Iv1{1},m(I2y)v2(I3y)v3 . By applying Lemma 2.1 a) we may also
reduce u2 + v3 in case a
m+2Yn or ab
m+1Yn are used as factors in I{1},m, and thus we may
assume that w ∈ (am+1bYn, bm+2Yn)u1Iu22 (I3x)u3 ∩ (am+1bYn, bm+2Yn)v1(I2y)v2(I3y)v3 .
By the common-factor observation, am+1bYn and b
m+2Yn are each a factor in at most one
factorization of w. If am+1bYn is a factor in one, call L the other intersectand ideal. Since
e < m, by the a-degree count, w ∈ aL. Since u2v3 > 0 and since aMjYj ∈ (am+1bYn) for
all j ∈ Jq, we may rewrite w with lower u2 + v3, and we are done by induction. If instead
bm+2Yn is a factor, then again w ∈ aL by the a-degree count and we are done. Thus we
may assume that u1 = v1 = 0, and so u3 = e− u2, v3 = e− v2, and
w ∈ Iu22 (I3x)e−u2 ∩ (I2y)v2(I3y)e−v2
⊆ Iu22 (I3x)e−u2 ∩ (y)e
= Iu22 (I3x)
e−u2(y)e
= (I2y)
u2(I3xy)
e−u2
⊆ Ieq,m.
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Proposition 3.6 For any positive integers n and e, the set of associated primes of Ieq,m
is a subset of
T = {(a, b), (ynl) : 1 ≤ l ≤ tn(q)}
∪
⋃
k∈Jq ,k≥e
(
{(a, b, xj : j ∈ Jq, k ≤ j)} ∪ {(a, b, ykl, xj : j ∈ Jq, k < j) : l = 1, . . . , tk(q)}
)
.
Proof. Let P ∈ Ass(R/Ieq,m). Since Iq,m is a monomial ideal, P is generated by a subset of
the variables. By Proposition 3.1 b) and Proposition 3.5, P contains at most one ykl. By
Proposition 3.1, each ynl appears only in the associated prime (ynl), and all other prime
ideals contain (a, b). Combination with Proposition 3.5 says that if yjl ∈ P , then xk 6∈ P
for all k ≤ j. If ykl or xk is in P , then by Proposition 3.2, xj is in P for all j in Jq with
j > k, and by Proposition 3.3, k ≥ e.
Proposition 3.7 Let n and e be positive integers and let q be such that |Kq| = 0. Then
Ass(R/Ieq,m) is the set T in Proposition 3.6, with qe elements.
Proof. By assumption Kq = ∅, the tail-end repeating entry in q is 1 and the differences of
consecutive terms in q are at most 1. Thus we can write
q = {r, . . . , r, r− 1, . . . , r − 1, . . . , 2, . . . , 2, 1, . . . , 1, . . .},
where each i = 1, 2, . . . , r = q1 appears li times with li ≥ 1 and we may take the count l1 of
the trailing 1s to be any positive integer. Set jk =
∑r
i=r−k+1 li. So j1 = lr, j2 = lr + lr−1,
and so on. Then
j1 < j2 < · · · < jr = n ≤ m,
ti(q) =
{
0, if i ∈ {j1, . . . , jr};
−1, otherwise.
Jq = {j1, j2, . . . , jr−1},
Rq = F [a, b, xj1, . . . , xjr−1 ],
Iq,m = (a
m+2, am+1b, abm+1bm+2, ambm−j1+1xj1 , . . . , a
mbm−jr−1+1xjr−1).
Thus by Proposition 3.6,
Ass(R/Ieq,m) ⊆ {(a, b)} ∪
r−1⋃
s=1,js≥e
{(a, b, xjs, xjs+1 , . . . , xjr−1)}.
If we prove that the inclusion is an equality, then the count follows as well. Proposition 3.4
proves the case e ≥ n, so we may assume that e < n. By Proposition 3.1 a) it remains
to prove that Ps = (a, b, xjs, xjs+1 , . . . , xjr−1) is associated to I
e
q,m for e = 1, 2, . . . , js. By
Fact 1.2 (3) it suffices to prove that Ps = I
e
q,m : we, where
we =


ambm+(e−1)(m+2), if s = 1 and e = 1, . . . , js−1 + 1;
ambm−js−1+(e−1)(m+2)xjs−1 , if s > 1 and e = 1, . . . , js−1 + 1;
ambe(m+1)−1, if e = js−1 + 2, . . . , js,
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where we use the convention that j0 = 0 and x0 = 1.
First let e = 1.
Iq,m : a
mbm−js+1 = (a2, a, bjs, bjs+1, bjs−j1xj1 , . . . , b
js−js−1xjs−1 , xjs , xjs+1 , . . . , xjr−1).
In case s = 1, we colon this with bj1−1, and if s > 1 we colon with bjs−js−1−1xs−1, and in
both cases we get Ps as the result. Thus Ps = Iq,m : w1 for w1 equal to a
mbm−js−1xjs−1
and ambm, respectively. This proves the case e = 1.
Now let e ∈ {2, . . . , js−1 + 1}. Note that we = we−1bm+2, and by induction on e
we have that Ie−1q,m : we−1 = Ps. Since b
m+2 ∈ Iq,m, it follows that Ps = Ie−1q,m : we−1 ⊆
Ieq,m : we−1Iq,m ⊆ Ieq,m : we−1bm+2 = Ieq,m : we. Suppose for contradiction that Ps is
strictly contained in Ieq,m : we. Then I
e
q,m : we contains a monomial M using variables
xj1 , . . . , xjs−1 only. By construction, Mwe has a-degree m and xji-degree 0 for all i ≥ s,
so that by looking at the generators of Iq,m, we conclude that Mwe is contained in the
following subideal of Ieq,m:
Mwe ∈ (abm+1, bm+2, ambm−j1+1xj1 , . . . , ambm−js−1+1xjs−1)e.
Thus there exist non-negative integers c1, c2, c3 and a monomial N such that c1+c2+c3 = e
and Mwe = N(ab
m+1)c1(bm+2)c2(ambm−js−1+1)c3 . By looking at the exponents of a and b
in the equation we get that
m ≥ c1 + c3m,
m− js−1 + (e− 1)(m+ 2) ≥ c1(m+ 1) + c2(m+ 2) + c3(m− js−1 + 1).
The first inequality implies that c3 ≤ 1. If c3 = 1, then c1 = 0 and c2 = e− c1− c3 = e−1,
and the second inequality says thatm−js−1+(e−1)(m+2) ≥ (e−1)(m+2)+(m−js−1+1),
which is impossible. Thus c3 = 0. Then c2 = e− c1, and the second inequality says that
m− js−1 + (e− 1)(m+ 2) ≥ c1(m+ 1) + (e− c1)(m+ 2) = e(m+ 2)− c1,
so that −js−1 ≥ 2 − c1. Hence 2 + js−1 ≤ c1 ≤ e ≤ js−1 + 1, which is a contradiction.
This proves that Ps is associated to I
e
q,m for e = 1, . . . , js−1 + 1.
It remains to prove that Ps = I
e
q,m : we for e = js−1 + 2, . . . , js. Note that
awe = aa
mbe(m+1)−1 = bm−e(am+1b)(bm+2)e−1 ∈ Ieq,m,
bwe = ba
mbe(m+1)−1 = am−e(abm+1)e ∈ Ieq,m,
xjiwe = xjia
mbe(m+1)−1 = bji−e(bm+2)e−1(ambm−ji+1xji) ∈ Ieq,m for all ji ≥ e.
This proves that Ps ⊆ Ieq,m : we. Suppose for contradiction that Ieq,m : we is strictly
bigger than Ps, so that it contains a monomial in xj1 , . . . , xjs−1 . By Proposition 3.6, these
variables are not in any prime ideal associated to Ieq,m, so that 1 ∈ Ieq,m : we, i.e., that
we ∈ Ieq,m. By looking at the xi-degrees and the a-degree of the generators of Iq,m, we
get that ambe(m+1)−1 = we ∈ (abm+1, bm+2)e ⊆ (bm+1)e, which is not possible. Thus
Ps = I
e
q,m : we, which proves that Ps is associated to I
e
q,m.
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Proposition 3.8 (Inductive Lemma) Let n be a positive integer. For k ∈ Jq ∪ {n} let
hk(q) = {q1 − tk(q), q2 − tk(q), . . . , qk − tk(q), qk+1, qk+2, . . . , qn},
gn(q) = {},
gk(q) = {qk+1, . . . , qk+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1 times
, qk+2, . . . , qn} if k < n.
Then the newly defined sequences are non-increasing. The rings for the defining ideals for
the new sequences as constructed in Section 2 are generated over F by a subset of the
variables that define Rq. For any integer m ≥ n we have the following equalities:
a) Iq,m : Zk = Iq,m : Z
∞
k = Ihk(q),mRq.
b) Jhk(q) = Jq and Khk(q) ⊆ Kq.
c) Iq,m + (Zk) = Igk(q),mRq + (Zk)Rq.
d) If k ∈ Kq, then |Khk(q)|, |Kgk(q)| < |Kq|.
Proof. It is clear that all hk(q) and all gk(q) are non-increasing.
We compute
ti(hn(q)) =
{
qn − tn(q)− 1 = tn(q)− tn(q) = 0, if i = n;
qi − tn(q)− (qi+1 − tn(q))− 1 = qi − qi+1 − 1 = ti(q), if 1 ≤ i < n,
and for k < n,
ti(hk(q)) =


qi − tk(q)− (qi+1 − tk(q))− 1 = qi − qi+1 − 1 = ti(q), if i < k;
qk − tk(q)− qk+1 − 1 = tk(q)− tk(q) = 0, if i = k;
qi − qi+1 − 1 = ti(q), if k < i < n;
qn − 1 = tn(q), if i = n.
Thus for all k ∈ Jq ∪ {n}, Jhk(q) = Jq and Khk(q) = Kq \ {k}. This proves b) and the
first part of d). Furthermore, this means that Ihk(q),m is defined just like Iq,m but with
replacing Zk with 1. Since all ykl appear in the generating set with exponent at most 1,
part a) follows by Fact 1.2 (4).
Now we prove c). Since Iq,m ⊆ (Zn) and Ign(q),m = (0), the proposition follows for
k = n. So let k < n. If tk(q) = 0, then the ideal (Zk) is the whole ring so that c) follows
trivially. So we may suppose that tk(q) > 0. Then
Iq,m + (Zk) = I{1},mYn + (MjYj : j ∈ Jq, j > k) + (Zk).
From
ti(gk(q)) =
{−1, if i ≤ k;
ti(q), if i > k,
Jgk(q) = Jq \ {1, 2, . . . , k},
Kgk(q) = Kq \ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
we get that Igk(q),m = (MjYj : j ∈ Jq, j > k) + I{1},mYn and so Igk(q),mRq + (Zk)Rq =
Iq,m + (Zk). This proves c) and finishes the proof of d).
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Theorem 3.9 We use notation from Section 2. For any positive integers m ≥ n and e,
any for any non-increasing positive-integer sequence q = {q1, q2, . . . , qn, qn, . . .}, the set of
associated primes of Ieq,m equals
{(a, b), (ynl) : 1 ≤ l ≤ tn(q)}
∪
⋃
j∈Jq,j≥e
(
{(a, b, xi : i ∈ Jq, j ≤ i)} ∪ {(a, b, yjl, xi : i ∈ Jq, j < i) : l = 1, . . . , tj(q)}
)
.
Proof. By Propositions 3.1 and 3.6 it suffices to prove that the set S in the second row is
a subset of Ass(R/Ieq,m).
The proof is by induction on |Kq|. The base case |Kq| = 0 is proved in Proposition 3.7,
so we may assume thatKq is not empty. In particular, variables ykl appear in the definition
of Iq,m for some k ∈ Kq and all l = 1, . . . , tk with tk > 0. Assume that the theorem holds
for any non-increasing sequence p such that |Kp| < |Kq|. In particular, with notation
as in Proposition 3.8, the theorem holds for the sequences hk(q) and gk(q). Since every
ykl appears to exponent at most 1 in a minimal generating set of Iq,m, we have that
Ie
hk(q),m
= (Iq,m : Z
∞
k )
e = Ieq,m : Z
∞
k . Every associated prime ideal of I
e
q,m : Z
∞
k is
associated to Ieq,m. Thus by induction the following ideals are associated to I
e
hk(q),m
and
therefore to Ieq,m:⋃
j∈Jq,j≥e
{(a, b, xi : i ∈ Jq, j ≤ i)} ∪
⋃
j∈Jq ,j≥e,j 6=k
{(a, b, yjl, xi : i ∈ Jq, j < i) : l = 1, . . . , tj(q)}.
If k = n, this set is the same as S. So we may assume that k < n. It remains to prove
that for each l = 1, . . . , tk(q), (a, b, ykl, xi : i ∈ Jq, k < i) is associated to Ieq,m. Since we
just established that (a, b, xi : i ∈ Jq, k ≤ i) is associated to Ieq,m, it means by Fact 1.2 (5)
that xk appears in a minimal generator of I
e
q,m. But the only generator of Iq,m in which
xk appears is also a multiple of ykl (for l = 1, . . . , tk(q)). This means that ykl appears in a
minimal generator of Ieq,m. Then again by Fact 1.2 (5), ykl must appear in some associated
prime of Ieq,m. By Proposition 3.6, we have only one option for such a prime ideal, and it
is the one in S. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 3.10 Let q be a non-increasing sequence of positive integers with qn = qn+1 =
. . .. Then there exists a polynomial ring Rq finitely generated over a field by at most 2+q1
variables such that for every integer m ≥ n there exists a monomial ideal Iq,m in Rq such
that for all positive integers e, the number of prime ideals associated to Rq/I
e
q,m is qe.
Proof. We set Rq and Iq,m as in Theorem 3.9. First let e ≥ n. By Proposition 3.4 (or
by Theorem 3.9), Ass(R/Ieq,m) = {(a, b), (ynl) : 1 ≤ l ≤ tn(q)}, and the size of this set is
1 + tn(q) = qn = qe. Now suppose that e < n. Then the number of associated primes of
Ass(R/Ieq,m) listed in Theorem 3.9 is:
1 + tn(q) +
∑
j∈Jq,j≥e
(
1 + tj(q)
)
= qn +
∑
j∈Jq ,j≥e
(qj − qj+1) = qe.
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